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In this work we consider a D-dimensional (D ~3) homogeneous and isotropic minisuperspace
model provided with a Lovelock Lagrangian. We introduce a procedure by which we associate to
the system a unique classical solution. For very weak conditions on the Lovelock coefficients and at
least for positive Lorentzian energy densities we show that this solution is uniquely determined by
the rather natural physical requirement that the Euclidean solution is flat when we add no matter to
the system. In these cases, the given classical solution can be interpreted in terms of perturbations
to the corresponding Einstein solution. We also discuss the associated Wheeler-DeWitt equation
and apply our results to the model with a cosmological constant and a massive scalar field model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of gravity in more than four dimensions has
received a great deal of attention in recent years. ' This
interest has been mainly motivated by the success of
Kaluza-Klein ' and string theories which use multidi-
mensional frameworks.
In dealing with multidimensional gravity it seems
necessary to introduce higher-order curvature corrective
terms in addition to the usual Hilbert-Einstein term. It
appears that these terms should produce the dimensional-
ly extended Euler densities of order larger than unity be-
cause such densities are the natural topological generali-
zation of the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian. On the other
hand, Zwiebach and Zumino have shown ' that, if the
low-energy limit of the supergravity obtained from string
theory is to respect unitarity, the corrective terms have to
be set in groups giving rise to these Euler densities, in
such a way that they would lead to ghost-free nontrivial
interactions. In fact, Lovelock demonstrated that the
most general classical gravitational Lagrangian with asso-
ciated dynamical equations 0' =0 preserving that (i) 0't is
symmetric, (ii) O' = 0' (g,b, g,„„g,b,d ), and (iii) Q.', =0 is
formed up by the dimensionally extended Euler densities.
Appealing as they may be, gravity theories with a
Lovelock Lagrangian must confront some serious prob-
lems; the main difficulty is the resulting multivalued ex-
pression for the metric derivatives in terms of the associ-
ated momenta. As a consequence, the Hamiltonian is
multivalued and the system accepts more than one classi-
cal solution, which implies a breakdown of the classical
predictability. '
In order to circumvent this problem, Henneaux, Teitel-
boim, and Zanelli' proposed using an effective Hamil-
tonian which corresponds to a particular combination of
the different branches of the original heuristic Hamiltoni-
an. Their procedure was based, however, on formal ma-
nipulations in the path integral. On the other hand, the
classical solution associated with the effective Hamiltoni-
an generally differs from those corresponding to the origi-
nal Hamiltonian. Thus, one should not expect this classi-
cal solution to approach the Einstein solution even in the
cases where Hilbert-Einstein gravity is thought to be a
sufficiently accurate approximation.
Here, we adopt an alternative view which is much
closer to the classical description and is interpretable in
terms of perturbation theory. If the higher-derivative
terms are considered as corrections to the unique Ein-
stein solution, then, locally, the relation between momen-
ta and derivatives is invertible in the vicinity of the Ein-
stein solution. This local inversion is defined by given
branches of algebraic functions, which can be analytically
continued to the whole complex plane, except for some
singularities and cuts, giving rise to monovalued func-
tions whose range restricts the possible variation of the
metric derivatives. The unique remaining classical solu-
tion is the one with derivatives on the corresponding
range of the inversion branch. That solution can be then
interpreted as a perturbed Einstein solution.
All other solutions have no physical meaning. They
are generated due to the singular character of the pertur-
bations. " In general, most of them are complex, and
those that are real appear to violate nature physical re-
quirements. Thus, Boulware and Deser have shown'
that, among the two classical solutions for a spherically
symmetric minisuperspace model for a Lagrangian con-
taining quadratic curvature terms and no matter, only
the flat solution is stable. More directly related with the
content of this paper is the work done by Whitt' who, by
considering a pure Lovelock gravity, was able to show
that, for no cosmological constant, the unique spherically
symmetric black-hole solution respecting the physical re-
quirements of positiveness for black-hole mass and
effective gravitational constant, while preventing naked
singularities, is asymptotically Schwarzschild. %'hitt has
also shown' that this solution is only possible whenever
the polynomial associated to the Lovelock Lagrangian[P(x)=g l. x, Eq. (2. 15)] is strictly increasing for all
x ~0.
In this paper we shall study a D-dimensional (D ~ 3)
isotropic, homogeneous minisuper space model, with
ds = Ndt +a (t)dQD, , w—here N denotes the lapse
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function, a(t) is the scale factor, and dQD
~
is the ele-
ment on the unit (D —1)-sphere, and assume a Lovelock
Lagrangian
(up to a factor ordering), obtaining a Wheeler-DeWitt
equation
L= gal
m =1
H„„a,—i 0+H „%=0,Ba (1.5)
B(L+L „)
N
=H=O . (1.4)
Formally, at least, by substituting in H the canonical mo-
ments for the corresponding differential operators, we get
the Wheeler-DeWitt equating governing the quantum
evolution of the wave functions 4 of the system, H%'=0.
For our minisuperspace model, the momentum associat-
ed to the scale factor a is quantized by p, ~ i(BIBa)—
where the a are real constants (we initially consider a
model with no cosmological term, ao) and the X are the
mth-order dimensionally extended Euler densities
1 2. . . g 2m —1 2me 2m+1. . . e D (12)m Q) '''QD
Here, t e'I, a = 1, . . . , D is the D tetrad associated to the
D-dimensional manifold, Rb is the corresponding curva-
ture two-form, and e, . . . , is the Levi-Civitta tensor. '
1 D
If D (2m, X vanishes on the considered manifold and
(1.1) becomes a finite sum. For D =2m the term XD&2 is
a topological invariant having no effect in the dynamical
equations. The physically relevant Lagrangian reduces to
D —2 for D even,
M 2L= g a X,M='D (1.3)
m=1 for D odd.
2
The matter content of the theory is usually described
by the Lagrangian L „.Our system will verify then the
Hamiltonian constraint
where H „„=BL/BNand H „=M, „/BN.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
develop the minisuperspace model, formulating the gravi-
tational action, the Hamiltonian constraint, and the rela-
tion between the time derivative of the minisuperspace
scale factor and momentum. In Sec. III we introduce a
procedure by which we associate to the system a unique
classical solution. This procedure is implemented in Sec.
IV, where we invert the Hamiltonian constraint and the
relation between the scale factor velocity and momentum
by using appropriate branches of algebraic functions.
Section V deals with the quantization of our minisuper-
space, obtaining the corresponding Wheeler-De Witt
equation. The procedure is applied to the cases of a mod-
el containing a cosmological term and of a massive scalar
field model in Sec. VI. Results are summarized in Sec.
VII, where we include some discussion and comments.
Three appendixes are added. Appendix A contains the
calculation of the surface terms for our minisuperspace
model. In Appendix 8 we briefly review some notions on
algebraic functions and apply them to the problem of in-
verting the Hamiltonian constraint. The inversion of the
relation between scale factor time derivative and momen-
tum is finally worked out in Appendix C.
II. MINISUPERSPACE MODEL
In this paper, we shall consider a D-dimensional
(D ~ 3) homogeneous and isotropic minisuperspace with
Lovelock gravitational action '
M LS= R 1 2. . . R 2m —1 2m 2m+1. . . D
&
(D —1)!(D—2m) (2.1)
where Ai denotes the D-dimensional manifold and M is given by (1.3). In (2.1) the L 's are real constants. We assume
that the first term in the above expansion corresponds to the Hilbert-Einstein action, so that
L1= (D
—1)(D —2)
16m.GD
(2.2)
GD being the D-dimensional gravitational constant.
If the manifold JK has a boundary, we should add a surface term to the action (2.1)."' In what follows, we shall use i
and j for spatial indices: I2, . . . , D }.
We choose a minisuperspace with metric g =q, b e'e", where
e'=N dt,
e'=a(t) g sin&~ dH';j(1
(2.3)
(2.4)
N denotes the lapse function and a is the scale factor.
Hence
R"=0, (2.5)
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R "= e'e'a
aN
(2.6)
1 aR'~= 1+ e'ej .
a N
(2.7}
Inserting (2.5)—(2.7) in the action we obtain
M L ~ ~ 2
D —1!D —2m aN2 a2 a 2N2
1 a
a a N
(D —1)!(D—2m) (2.8)
after expanding the binomial, we get
' n+1
1 a
2n +1 N2
I.
m —1
—1
n=0
+boundary terms,
in which d QD & is the area element on the unit (D —l)-sphere.
Integrating by parts the first term in square brackets in (2.8},
M 2S= fdtdQD, N g L a ' 1+
m=1
(2.9)
where the boundary terms resulting from integration are canceled by the surface terms, constructed for this minisuper-
space in Appendix A [Eq. (A14)].
Equation (2.9) can be rewritten
M mS=—fdtdQD, N g L a
, , (2p —1) P. .
Using
a 1
2p (2p —1) o ox yy
(2.10)
(2.11)
for p & 1, and Newton's formula, we obtain, finally,
MS=—fdt dQD iN g L a ' —1+2m f dx f dy(1+y )
m=1
Alternatively, if we use the expression
2n+1
(2.12)
1 a
2n+1 N
= f""dxx'"
0
(2.13)
for n )0 in (2.9), we get
'm
S=fdt VD,N g L a ' 1+ 2m f —dx(1—+x2)
m=1
(2.14)
(2.15}
m=1
where we have integrated over the unit (D —1}-sphere area VD, . Equation (2.14) can also be obtained by integrating
by parts (2.12).
Following Whitt, ' we associated a polynomial
P(x)= g L x
to our gravitational theory, with derivative
MQ(x)= g L mx
m=1
Inserting polynomials P and Q, actions (2.14) and (2.12) can be reexpressed as
(2.16)
S=fdtv. ,N"- P '+",'N'
a
2a f oi& 1+x
a2N ~o a~
(2.17)
S= dt VD —1Na ' P 2a , f""dxf "dy Q (2.18)
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respectively.
Thus, polynomials P fix the gravitational action and
contain all relevant physics. '
Denoting S=f dt L, we can define the momentum
p =BL /Ba. Then, from (2.18) it follows
1+a -/N
7
a
the classical solutions can be obtained by factorizing the
polynomial P(x) in monomials:
p= —2VD ia f dy Q0 a (2.19)
I
P(x)=LM g (x —3;), (2.25)
Equation (2.17) can be now rewritten
~ 2 2
a
(2.20)
where the 3, (i =1, . . . , M ) are the M roots of the poly-
nomial P(x). The vacuum classical solutions are then
given by
a1+——Aa =0, (i =1, . . . , M) . (2.26}
d V N D iP I+a /N
a
(2.21)
According to (1.4), varying (2.10) with respect to the
lapse function we obtain the Hamiltonian constraint
1+6 /N mat
2 (2.22)
Assuming an implicit relation a(p), the Hamiltonian of
the system becomes
H= dt ap —L
In this paper we will concentrate on polynomials P(x)
which are strictly increasing functions for all x 0. Thus
P(x) has a simple zero at x =0, and no positive zeros, so
that we can choose AM =0 and then all other A s must
be either complex or strictly negative. Therefore, in this
case we will have a Euclidean flat solution,
(a /N )z„,~= 1, and M —1 Euclidean anti —de Sitter
( A, (0) or complex ( A; complex) solutions,(' '/ ')
where we have introduced a matter Lagrangian L
defined as S „=f dt L „. (2.22) is what one should ex-
pect from (2.21). A classical solution should satisfy Eq.
(2.22).
It can be readily seen that, for homogeneous and iso-
tropic models,
Tl 1
N
to
III. THE CHOICE OF A CLASSICAL SOLUTION
1+a /N
a~
(3.1)
If all L„except L, are set equal to zero, (2.22} reduces
gD 'V
,
BN
(2.23)
1+a /N
a
(2.24)
Denoting
in which, according to our notation, T&& is the energy
component of the energy-momentum tensor for the
matter content of the system.
The functional relation between p and a/N is given in
(2.19) by a polynomial of degree 2M —1 in the time
derivative. Consequently, for M &1 the momentum in-
version is multivalued, and defines, for a fixed a, an alge-
braic function' (a/N)(p) with 2M —1 branches, taking
on 2M —1 possible values for each point p. Hence, the
Hamiltonian (2.21) is also multivalued and so is not well
defined classically. Moreover, for M & 1, since P is a po-
lynomial of degree M, there are several kinds of classical
solutions to (2.22), and the system cannot evolve unique-
ly.
We consider now the classical solutions of our system
for the pure gravity case. For no matter fields and zero
cosmological constant, the Hamiltonian constraint (2.22)
is equivalent to
corresponding to the Hilbert-Einstein gravity, for which
there exists only one classical solution. However, if the
Lovelock terms are not zero but interpreted as correc-
tions to the Hilbert-Einstein action, then (a) the classical
solution to (3.1) is modified, except when this solution
corresponds to a flat one in Euclidean time, which
remains unmodified, and (b) since we are dealing with
singular perturbations, there appear now unphysical solu-
tions that did not exist initially.
The Hamiltonian constraint
1+a /N
a'-
' N
(3.2)
defines an algebraic function a /N of M branches (Ap-
pendix B). We shall show that, under sulficiently general
conditions [i.e., when P(x) is a strictly increasing func-
tion in x ~ 0], we can always choose one inversion branch
for (3.2) which is analytic at least throughout the regionI: a & 0, T„«0, in such a way that, as far as the
Lovelock terms can be interpreted as corrections, the
classical solution in I" corresponding to the chosen inver-
sion is also interpretable as a perturbed Einstein solution.
The other inversion branches give rise then to the new
additional solutions in the above region.
On the other hand, from (2.19),
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Q 2
p =A a, N2
2 2D —6 a
' 1+a 'y'/N
—4VD, a dy ~ 2N o a
2
(3.3)
MQ(x)= g L mx
m=1
1+a /N
Q
T»z=
L1X
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
H = —J dt VD,Na 'P
1+%, '(a, p )
Q 2
(3.4)
Associated to (3.4) is the Hainiltonian constraint (3.2)
evaluated at a /N =%i '(a, p ). For given a &0, the
constrained range of A, '(a', p ) determines then the
unique solution (a /N )i =%, '(a,p, ). Therefore, the
gravitational part of the system becomes well defined.
The formalism outlined in this section will be imple-
mented in what follows by explicitly constructing the
wanted inversions for the momentum and the Hamiltoni-
an constraint.
which defines an algebraic function of 2M —1 branches
a /N for fixed a .
Let (a /N )i be the value of a /N given by the
chosen inversion of (3.2) for a given point g in I and let
p i =%(a, (a /N ), ), so that p i can be considered as an
iinage of g. We shall show that, keeping the given value
of a )0, we can always choose an inversion branch of
(3.3) which is analytic at least for all p i image of I by the
above procedure and such that the inversion at each of
these points produces the corresponding values
(a /N ),. So, once the given inversion of (3.3) is as-
sumed, at least in the whole region I the gravitational
classical solution is equivalently determined by either(a, (a /N ), ) or (a,p, ).
The inversion branch of (3.3) can be analytically con-
tinued to the entire complex plane p, except for existing
singularities and cuts. Thus, we can obtain a monovalued
function, depending on a, that we shall denote
A, '(a,p ). The range of R, '(a,p ), for a fixed a, is
constrained to a particular region of the complex plane
and so is, then, the derivative a /N .
From (2.21), we can define a monovalued gravitational
Hamiltonian
Then, (3.2) takes the form
P(w, z) —=P(w) —z =0 . (4.6)
P i '(0) =0, (4.7)
so that the associated classical solution corresponds then
to the Euclidean Hat solution.
P, is uniquely determined by condition (4.7), because
P(w, z) has a single zero at w =O, z =0 (see Appendix B):
8 P(w, z)~, O=Q(0)=l .
w=0
In order to extend monovaluedness in the inversion to
the cases of physical interest T» &0, we should also re-
quire of our branch to be analytically continuable from
the initial point z =0 to all the points z in the positive
real axis.
In Appendix B we show that the above condition is
equivalent to having a strictly increasing polynomial
P(w) in the whole real semiaxis w &0. In this case, by
defining
w, =max( w ER/Q(w) =0) (4.8)
[obviously w, (0 and Q(w) &0 Vw & w, 1, similar argu-
ments as those in Appendix B can be used to show that
the inversion branch P, ' is analytically continuable
from z =0 along IR up to the point z1 &0, where
z, =P(w, ) . (4.9)
Equation (4.6) defines an algebraic function with M
branches w =P '(z) (Appendix B).
For T» =0 (z =0) we recover the Hamiltonian con-
straint for the no matter case, which always admits the
Euclidean Rat solution, i.e., the solution to vacuum Ein-
stein case. Thus, the desired inversion branch, denoted
as P, '(z), should satisfy the condition
IV. INVERSION OF THE HAMII. TONIAN
CONSTRAINT AND MOMENTUM
We want to invert first the Hamiltonian constraint (3.2)
so that we get a unique classical solution. Let us consider
first the case where the energy component of the energy-
momentum tensor for the matter content, T11, is in-
dependent of a . We denote
2
+1=a2P
1
T»
L1X
(4.10)
zi is the first point from z =0 at which d P(P, '(z), z)
becomes zero. If z, W —~, z, is an ordinary algebraic
singularity of P i '(z).
For T» independent of a, we immediately obtain,
from the inversion of (4.6),
L
L
1
M
P(x)= g L x
m=1
(4.1)
(4.2)
In Appendix B we generalize the inversion of the Ham-
iltonian constraint to all those cases where T» is a poly-
nomial of 1/a: T»(1/a ). This involves models for the
most usual matter fields (cosinological constant, confor-
mal field, axionic field, etc.). If
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Tii(1/a )
E(z, , ~)
LiN
for all a &0, the inversion (4.10) is straightforwardly
generalized to
T))(1/a )+1=9,(a )=a P, ' (4.11)
and having the same sign as z in the relevant interval
z E(z„oo ). If the Lovelock terms can be interpreted as
corrections, P
&
'(z) corresponds to the energy density z,
when corrected by the gravitational reaction due to the
presence of higher-curvature terms. Then, (4.10) and
(4.11) give the evolution for a classical solution which is
close to that of the corresponding Einstein case.
(3) For a generic dimension D, z, & —oo, for, if
4q +2 (even)D= ' 4q+1 (odd)
where co&(a ) is an analytic function at all points a & 0.
The following comments are worth noting.
(1) P, '(z) restricted to the interval (z„~) is a real
function with range (w„~ ). Then, for fixed a &0, the
derivative a /N given by (4.10) or (4.11) verifies that
a /N E(a w, —1, ~).
(2) Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are classical evolution
equations as that of the Einstein general relativity, with
P, '(z) playing the role of the energy density
T„(1/a')
L, N
procedure. I think, however, that this limitation is not
very much of a shortcoming; after all, even in the more
conventional four-dimensional framework, anti —de Sitter
spaces pose different problems both in the classical and
quantum formalisms. ' '
Let us invert now the functional relation (3.3) between
p and a /N for fixed a )0. By using the results of
Appendix C, we invert this relation with a monovalued
branch N; '(a,p ) which is analytic at all points
p EI 2~ 2~= IA(a, a w, —1), ~ I and whose range in
I »~ is precisely (a w, —1, co ).p(a )
Restricting to the interval a &0 and assuming that the
energy density z E(z„~ ) Va & 0, the derivative a /N
in the classical solution given by (4.11) varies in
(a w~ —1, ~ ) with associated classical momentum
pc)=% a, 2 'EI 2'N2 P (a
We can thus define the inversion of this momentum by
~ 2
=A, '(a,pj) . (4.12)
Our formalism is consistent as, for the variation range of
A, ', we recover from (4.12) the same value a /N as
given by (4.11) in the studied region.
It can be also shown that the so-defined inversion
branch R& '(a, p ) is an analytic function in its two ar-
guments a,p at all the points in the open interval
I, ,:—Ia &Op EI 2, 2, ) cm
(Appendix C).
and q E N being a positive integer, then P(w) is a polyno-
mial of degree even and, at least at a point on the real
axis, its derivative vanishes. If z&) —~, the analytic
continuation to z &z& will depend on the path followed,
because C( —Iz, I is not simply connected. Moreover,
P, '(z) for z (z, defined by analytic continuation along a
given path is no longer real, generally. Thus, for
sufficiently negative T~, (i.e., for T» (z,L, N ), our for-
malism loses its physical meaning and is no longer treat-
able. For T» independent of a, these unphysical cases
would correspond to Einstein gravity with a very large
negative cosmological term.
This slightly restricts the potential applicability of our
V. WHEELER-DeWITT EQUATION
We have built up a procedure which provides us with
the value of the classical momentum associated to the
gravitational variable a:
T„(1/a')
2 cq 2 2P —1 (5.1)
This relation is equivalent to the Hamiltonian constraint
once the chosen inversions have been accepted.
If 4 is the wave function of the system, we can write
now a Wheeler-DeWitt equation of the form (up to an
operator ordering)
T, )(1/a )
4L 2@2 2D —6 2P —1 N2 a2
y 2
(5.2)
If T»(1/a ) is given in terms of the momenta associated to the matter fields, this can be formally quantized by using
the conventional procedure. The quantization of matter fields is implicitly assumed in (5.2), and may be highly non-
trivial.
Assuming the applicability of the semiclassical approximation to (5.2), the semiclassical solution will be given by
+=e, with
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T„(1/a ')I=+ f da2L, VD, a 1 —a P, '
1
f,'dy Q
T„(1/a )1+ a P1'
L1N
a 2
+const .
(5.3)
However, since the semiclassical approximation gives an asymptotic expansion at the limit A~O, if the L depend
on A it becomes possible that some of the terms in the semiclassical action (5.3) will not be dominant in the asymptotic
expansion and its inclusion loses its sense. In general, we should be very careful in performing the semiclassical approx-
imation in this case. We will consider, nevertheless, the general ease in which the coefficients E„do not depend on A.
There exists a correspondence between the semiclassical action (5.3) and the action corresponding to the Euclidean
version of the classical solution (4.11):
a
2N E„,1
T„(1/a )
=1—a P1'
L1N
(5.4)
This correspondence can be illustrated in the case in which L „is homogeneous of degree one in the lapse function
N, so that
Lmat
Lmat =N (5.5)
From (2.17), we have, for Euclidean time r,
1 — NI= —fdr L)V DNa ' P a 2a & I
—ay/N
a2N2 p dy
as „
BN
(5.6)
where we have used the Wick rotation N ~—iN, ' and we have introduced the matter term.
Now, since the classical solution satisfies the Euclidean constraint corresponding to (2.22), we obtain, from (5.6),
r
I= —f da 2L, VD, a —f dy Q +const .N 0 a (5.7)
After substituting (5.4), we get an expression which does coincide with the semiclassical action (5.3).
VI. APPLICATIONS TO SIMPLE MODELS
In this section we apply the procedure outlined in the preceding sections to the cases of Lovelock gravity plus cosmo-
logical constant or a massive scalar field.
The action corresponding to a cosmological constant can be written
SA = —f dt Li VD, Na 'A .
It follows that T&& /I. , N =A, which is independent of a . We restrict then to A )z~, covering all positive values and
an interval of negative values of the cosmological constant. In this case, the inversion of the Hamiltonian constraint
can be obtained by using the chosen branch. We obtain
2
=a~P, '(A) —1 . (6.2)
The sign of A, which does coincide with that of P, (A), will then dictate the cosmological behavior of the classical
solution.
The corresponding Wheeler-DeWitt equation is then
1+ a P~'(A) —14L2V2 a2D —6[a 2P —1(A) 1] f dy QBa 0 a
2
(6.3)
The semiclassical action is now
1+[a P
&
'(A) —1]yI=+ f da 2L& VD &a [1—a P & '(A)]'~ f dy Q0 a +const . (6.4)
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Since in this model LA satisfies the condition (5.5), ac-
tion (6.4) is the Euclidean action for the classical solution
given by (6.2) subjected to Wick rotation
a
2 E-1
=1—a Pi '(A). (6.5)
For a & 1/P, '(A), the first term in (6.4) becomes
imaginary, and the semiclassical approximation leads to
an oscillatory solution of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation
+=e +e+ (6.6)
Let us consider now a model with a massive scalar field
P. In this case
'2
S „=— dt L, VD, crNa m p—D —1 2 2 X (6.7)
p~ =2L1 VD 1oa D-i+ (6.8)
Hence, the Hamiltonian constraint (2.22) becomes
p 1+a /N 2 2 Py
a (2L, VD, cra ')
where 0. is a positive coupling constant and m is the mass
of the scalar field. We have then a momentum for the
scalar field
2 2
1+ =a Pi ' crm P'+
4L 1 VD 10.a
=a Pi '(am P), (6.12)
~ 2
p =A a, =R(a, a P, '(crm P ) —1)N (6.13)
P, '(ctm P )=
1/M
am P'
LM
(6.14}
Clearly, denoting
2
PyE'= «1,
4I 2V2 2D —2 2 2y2
to hold at least in the region a ~[P, '(crm P )]
(6.12) follows from (6.11) except for polynomials P(x)
showing a wide interval, I, in x )) 1 where its derivative
nearly vanishes. These polynomials, which are close to
the applicability limit of our procedure, map the interval
I„ to a considerably small interval I . Hence, if
crm P EI, a small relative variation of crm P may in-P'
duce, under P, , a large relative variation of
P i '(a.m P )EI . In any case, for sufficiently large
P i '(om d ) (and thus sufficiently large om P ), approx-
imation (6.12) is valid; for the highest order term in x of
P(x) dominates P, ':
(6.9) „~ (I+a)
LM
1/M 1/M
om P (6.15)
We generalize now the Hawking massive model. The
condition crm P » 1 would translate then into
P, '(crm2$2)»I . (6.10)
Now, we ought to accept moreover the additional condi-
tion
cTm P )) 2Py4L 2@2 2D —2D —]~a (6.11)
at least in the region a ~ [P, '(am P )] '. We will see
that these conditions are consistent; i.e., once the wave
function has been conveniently approximated, (6.11) can
be obtained from (6.10).
We expect the approximations
It appears then that the region where the above can be
applied is by no means empty. The particular form of the
polynomial P(x) will dictate thus the minimal value of
P, '(crm P ) for which (6.12) holds.
If (6.12) is applicable, then by explicitly calculating
the discarded terms in approximation (6.13) we check
that these terms are, in general, much less than unity
in the considered region a 8 [P i '(am P }] ' for
P, '(om $ ) &)1.
Consequently, given (6.12) and (6.13), and parallel to
the case of a massive scalar field in four dimensions, our
model is treatable as a model with a positive cosmological
constant A = cr m P .
The Wheeler-DeWitt equation is thereby
=4L, VD, a [a P, '(ctm P ) —1] J dy Qa a
2
(6.16)
The effective action in the semiclassical approximation satisfies
=+ZL, VD, a [1—a P, '(crm p )]' I dy Qa 0 a (6.17)
Hence,
2L, VD 1a U 1 2 1 —Jy J —Jy=+ dy —a Q +2Jy Q'Ba c)Q v'J o a a
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where U=crm pP, '(om p ) and J= 1 a—P, '(om 1}) ). Integrating by parts the last term and applying
P1 '(crm p )Q[P1 '(om p )]=1,we get finally
2L, VD, a 'om P
=+ da [1—a P '(om y )]
In order for (6.11) to be a good approximation, we must have
(6.18)
Py
2L, VD, a 'omP
ar 1
—:T (&1,
ctr 2L, VD, a 'om$ (6.19)
provided that 4'=e
If we evaluate the wave function at
af [P 1 '( cr m p ) ] ' =a 0, and assume "no boundary"
condition, ' ' integration of (6.17) should produce a real
action, so that we expect %'=e to be valid in the semi-
classical approximation. Then
m 'f aD
dQ
a ' o [1 aP '(—crm P )]'
(6.20)
As (a /af ) ~ 1 if a E [O, af ], it follows that
&m fd a
a o [1 2p —1( 2y2)]1/2
[I a 2p —1(g m 2/2)]l/2
af p1 (gm p) (6.21)
or, since + I —x ~ 1 —x for x E [0, 1],
m
—]. 2 2 1/2[P1 (Crm P )]
which is much smaller than unity if (6.10) holds.
If af is slightly greater than [P, '(o m P )] ', then
the action is no longer real. In this case, a real function
can be obtained by combining the two complex conjugate
amplitudes in the semiclassical approximation:
4=e 'cos(S1+8),
where
(6.22)
with ao defined as before and 0 being a constant phase.
The continuity of the wave function implies that
c)1I/(af, 1t )
1I1(af,$) B$
BV(a11,$) BIO
'P(a, g) c)P BP
i.e., the momentum as evaluated at ao. Since af ~ao, it
follows from (6.19) that
D —12L1 VD, ao o mP
the right-hand side of this expression is just the value of
T at ao which, as we have seen, is much smaller than uni-
ty.
It is worth noticing that all the above arguments are
valid as long as the semiclassical approximation is applic-
able. We have considered the case when the coeScients
L„are independent of A. If L„would actually depend on
A, we said that some terms included in the used semiclas-
sical approximation could be disregarded; we would still
expect their subdominance to be preserved in the asymp-
totic expansion of the action derivatives as %~0," so
that our conclusions would not be changed.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER COMMENTS
We have considered a D-dimensional (D ~3) homo-
geneous and isotropic minisuperspace model with
Lovelock gravitational action. The entire gravitational
dynamics has been described by introducing an associat-
ed polynomial to the Lovelock theory; this polynomial
plays a fundamental role in all our considerations.
Using a monovalued branch of an algebraic function
we have inverted the Hamiltonian constraint, obtaining a
unique classical solution. The inversion branch has been
chosen by the physical requirement that when no matter
is present one recovers Euclidean flat space as the classi-
cal solution. We have also shown that this condition fixes
uniquely the inversion branch, and then the classical
solution, at least whenever one is dealing with positive
Lorentzian energy densities, provided that the associated
Lovelock polynomial P(x) is a strictly increasing func-
tion for all x ~ 0. The classical solution can be interpret-
ed in these cases as a perturbed Einstein solution. Furth-
ermore, the functional relation between the momentum
and the time derivative of the scale factor has been con-
sistently inverted by using also a monovalued branch of
an algebraic function.
Assuming the, validity of this procedure, we have gone
one step beyond, introducing the corresponding
Wheeler-DeWitt equation. We have applied the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation to a model containing a
cosmological constant and to a massive scale field model.
We have thus succeeded in generalizing the analogous
four-dimensional models worked out so far. ' ' More-
over, it is worth mentioning that all the results obtained
by this procedure are very similar to the results of con-
ventional four-dimensional classical and quantum
cosmology, the main difference being the substitution of
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the energy density by an effective density, taking account
of the Lovelock corrections.
However, for sufficiently negative energy densities our
procedure loses it physical meaning and is no longer
treatable. This is perhaps the kind of problem that one
could expect when dealing with a model with negative en-
ergy density. After all, in conventional four-dimensional
anti —de Sitter spaces, we also have to confront serious
conceptual and technical problems which have not yet
been solved. ' ' Of course, one should be especially care-
ful with some aspects of the quantum version of the mul-
tidimensional model, particularly with our formal quanti-
zation procedure itself and also with the factor ordering
problem and the semiclassical approximation if the
Lovelock coefficients depend on A. Furthermore, as our
classical formalism is not properly defined for sufficiently
negative energy densities, which give rise to large Eu-
clidean time derivatives of the scale factor, one should ex-
pect some kind of boundedness in the quantum operators
associated to these variables. All these problems should
be studied in more detail in order to check the consisten-
cy of our procedure.
Before closing, we want to briefly comment on the pos-
sibility of defining quantum amplitudes in Lovelock grav-
ity by means of a convergent path integral. In four di-
mensions, this is obtained by integrating the gravitational
variables over suitable complex contours, " so that the
gravitational Euclidean action turns out to be positive
definite. For higher-dimensional Lovelock actions, there
is no similar prescription. Actually, the consideration of
particular cases suggests that a direct generalization from
the four-dimensional prescription does not exist. In fact,
in trying to rotate any gravitational variable in the com-
plex plane to reach the desired contour, the monovalued
inversion of the relation between momenta and velocities
generally breaks down, leaving the system ill defined.
From the perturbation point of view, a Lagrangian with
corrective terms would only keep its meaning in a certain
complex region of the given gravitational variables.
Our procedure is restricted to a particular minisuper-
space. It appears to be of interest to generalize it to other
types of minisuperspaces. This would allow us to use
other topologies in which one could eventually uncover
physical phenomena which are not present in Einstein
four-dimensional gravity, so as to test the validity of the
proposed procedure.
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APPENDIX A: SURFACE TERMS
The Lovelock Lagrangian is formed up by the dimen-
sionally extended Euler indices. For manifolds with
boundaries, the simple extension of the Euler numbers in-
cludes boundary corrections given by the surface integral
of the Chem-Simons form. ' ' The Euler density of or-
der m has the expression
=P (R„.. . , R ), (Al)
where P is an invariant polynomial and R is the cur-
vature two-form for the connection co of manifold At. ' If
the manifold JM. has a boundary BJR, one can choose local
Gaussian coordinates Iy, x"I, so that y =0 is the local
equation of LR, and
ds'= —dy +g„,, (x,y )dx "dx" . (A2)
One can choose a product metric near the boundary
which coincides with (A2) at BJN, :
ds = —dy +g„,, (x,0)dx "dx" . (A3)
The connection coo for this metric has only tangential
components. '
Let 8=co—coo be the second fundamental form, relat-
ed to the extrinsic curvature tensor K'b by
cab —(~.~)(~bit a ~art b )ec (A4)
where X is the unit normal to BJN, .
We can then introduce the connection
Ns —co se,
and the corresponding curvature
R —de) +co co
(A5)
(A6)
The boundary correction to the Euler number is then
—f&&Q, where the so-called Chem-Simons form Q is
Q = 1 ds mP (8,(R, )„.. . , (R,),) . (A7)0
For manifolds with dimension larger than 2m, Q can be
dimensionally extended.
The surface terms for our Lovelock Lagrangian are
given by
M L m 1
surface terms =—au, (D —1)!(D—2m) o
Denoting the spatial indices by i and the temporal index by 1, we have, for our rninisuperspace model,
e"= e', e'i=o=e" .a ai a~ i' aX
(A8)
(A9)
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Hence
L 2m 1
surface terms=—
,
(D —1)!(D—2m) 0
Using (A9} and R, =R —sd6 —s6co —sco6+s 66,
g " '"=R " '" —se" ' ~"—s~" ' e "+s e" ' e"I i i i 1 i i 1 i i 1 iS $ C01 SCO s
(A 10)
(Al 1)
We have, moreover,
~ 2
rl 1 n — ]+ e rl le rl
a2 +2
and, since cop has no normal components, co"=8". Whence
2R" ' = 1+ ( —1) (A12)
Inserting (A12) into (A10), we obtain
surface terms= —f dQD M L 2m a (D —1)!f ds 1+ (s —1)D 1 1 a 1 Qsu ', (D —1)!(D—2m) p a& g2
m —1
(A13)
expanding the binomial by Newton s formula and integrating in s, (A13}becomes finally
' 2n+1
surface terms= — dQD, g a 12ll +1 (A14)
APPENDIX B: ALGEBRAIC FUNCTIONS:
THE INVERSION OF THE
HAMILTONIAN CONSTRAINT
In this appendix we first briefly review some relevant
notions of complex analysis and algebraic functions, '
and develop those of them which are to be subsequently
used in the inversion of the Hamiltonian constraint. This
is done first for an energy density independent of the
scale factor, generalizing then to some cases where it does
depend on a .
A pair (f, Q), where f is a function which is analytic in
the complex region 0, constitutes a functional element; a
global analytic function is a collection of functional ele-
ments which are analytic continuations of each other.
Given a functional element (f,Q) and a point gC Q we
can form a pair (f,g). Two pairs (f„g,) and (f~, gz) are
considered equivalent whenever g, =gz and f, =fz in a
neighborhood of (,. This defines an equivalence relation
whose equivalence classes are called germs of the analytic
functions.
If (f, () is a germ that can be analytically continued
along any arc in a certain region 0, its continuation
along two homotopic arcs in 0 provide the same germ at
the final point of these arcs. Thus, given an initial germ
of a global analytic function which can be continued
along any arc in a simply connected region Qp, we get by
analytic continuation a monovalued analytic function in
this region. Iff is a global analytic function in such a re-
gion Qp which admits X different germs at a given point
$EQO, the analytic continuation of these germs provides
us then with X different monovalued analytic functions in
Qo, each being called a branch off in Qo.
Consider now a polynomial
P(w, z)=ao(z)w "+a&(z)w" '+ +a„(z), n &1,
(Bl)
3 lim w;(z)(z —zo)
Z ~ZO
(B2)
so that w (z) has at most an algebraic pole at zo.
A similar argument can be used to show' that, if (1)
a, (z) has a degree r; in z, i =0, . . . , n, and (2) we define
q = xm[(a1/k)(rk —ro), 1 k nj,
3 lim w, (z)z (B3)
as z tends to infinity. Then, w (z) has at most an algebraic
which is irreducible in both w and z [i.e., P(w, z) cannot
be factorized as a product of two nonconstant polynomi-
als]. The relation P(w, z)=0 defines a global analytic
function w (z). Functions defined in this way are called
algebraic functions.
If ao(zo)%0 and P(w, zo) has no multiple roots in w, zo
is a regular point of the algebraic function w (z); then,
there exist an open disk 6 around zp and n functional ele-
ments (w, , b ), . . . , (w„,A) having the following proper-
ties: (i) P(w, (z),z)=0 in b„(ii) w;(zo)=w;, with w;
(i =l, . . . , n) being the n roots of P(w, zo), (iii) if
P (w, z) =0 for z E b, , then w =w;(z) for some i
When zo is a zero of ao(z) with multiplicity m, by di-
viding P(w, z) by (z —zo) (w;(z))" and taking the limit as
z ~zp, it can be shown that there exists the limit
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We first discuss the case zAz(a ); w and z can there-
fore be treated as independent variables. (85) defines
then an algebraic function of M branches P '(z). As for
that particular case, ao(z)=LMAO, all the possible finite
singular points correspond to ordinary algebraic singular-
ities. At these points, which we denote z, , the polynomial
P(w, z, ) has at least one multiple root w, , so that
8 P(w, zj )~ =Q(wj )=0. Then, all the algebraic singu-j
larities are determined by z =P( w ) with
wj & [w EC/Q(w)=0] . (86)
Among all the M branches of P '(z) we can choose a
unique branch P, '(z) by condition (4.7): P, '(0)=0.
This is made possible by the fact that P(w, O) has a simple
zero at w =0. We will show that the corresponding germ(P, '(z), 0) can be analytically continued along the entire
positive real axis (z) 0) if and only if the polynoinial
P(w) is a strictly increasing function for all w 0.
Let ICE+ be the maximum open interval where the
germ (P, '(z), 0) can be analytically continued along E+.
Since P(w) has real coefficients, it follows from the
functional relation (85) and condition (4.7) that P,
defines a real function in I. Furthermore, as
P, '(z)=[Q[P i '(z)]) ' because of the inverse func-
tion theorem, P, ' cannot change sign in I; otherwise Q
should be singular at a finite point. The sign of Q is also
preserved in P i '(I) as the derivative of P i ' is finite in I.
Then, as Q[P i '(0)]=1, P, '(z) and P(w) have to be
strictly increasing functions in I and P, (I), respective-
ly.
Now, if P, (z) is analytically continuable along the
entire positive axis, we conclude from (85) that P, '(E+ )
runs on the entire positive axis and that P(w) has to be a
strictly increasing function in R+.
On the other hand, if P(w) is a strictly increasing func-
tion in E+, let us assume that P
&
'(z) can be analytically
continued along IR+ only up to some zo & ~. As the only
possible singularities are algebraic, there always exists
the limiting value P i (zo), which is positive because
pole at infinity.
Likewise, if zo is not a zero of ao(z), but P(w, zo) has
multiple roots in w, then
3 lim w;(z) =w, (zo),
Z ~ZO
which can be checked' if one divides P(w, z) by w, (z)"
and takes the limit z~zo. Therefore, zo is at most an or-
dinary algebraic singularity of w (z).
On the other hand, if w is such that P(w, zo)=0 and
8 P(w, zo)%0, then w is a simple root of P(w, zo) and
there exists a unique branch w (z) such that
lim, , wj(z) = w~. Since 8 P(w, zo)%0, it follows, fromZ~ZO J
the implicit function theorem, that the branch w (z) is
analytically continuable to zo.
Let us now apply the above concepts to the inversion
of the Hamiltonian constraint (3.2). In the notation given
by (4.1)—(4.5), (3.2) can be written as (4.6), i.e.,
P(w, z)=P(w) —z =0 . (85)
P
&
'(z) is strictly increasing. Therefore,
d„P(P, '(zo), zo)=Q(P, '(zo)))0 and, by the implicit
function theorem, P, '(z) can be analytically continued
to zo, contrary to our assumption. This closes up our
demonstration.
For P(w) a strictly increasing function for all w )0, let
us define
w, =max[ w&E/Q(w) =0] . (87)
Then, similar arguments can be used to show that(P, (z), 0) is analytically continuable along E up to the
point z, =P(w, ).
We now generalize our results to the case where T»
depends on a as a polynomial in 1/a:
T„(1/a')
=aM(1/a ), (8&)
with a~ being some polynomial. If we denote
co=1+5 /N, x= 1/a, (85) can be rewritten in the
form
P(co, x ) =P(xylo) —aM(x) =0 . (89)
This functional relation defines an algebraic function of
M branches, co(x), with singular points: x =0, the only
point at which ao(x)=LMx vanishes, x = oo, and some
ordinary algebraic points x;.
These x; are the points at which aM(x;)=z, where zj
are the ordinary algebraic singularities of the above alge-
braic function P '(z). To see that, we note that, for x;
to be an ordinary algebraic singularity, P(co,x;) must
have at least one multiple root co;, so that
B„P(co,x, )~„=x,Q(x, co, )=0. As x, WO, Q(x;co;) has
to vanish and x;cu; must be equal to some
w E [w EC/Q(w)=Oj. We obtain then aM(x;)
=P(x, w, ) =z, .
The M branches of co(x) are given in terms of the M
branches of P, '(z):
co;(x)= P, '[a~(x)],—i =1, . . . , M .
x
(810)
T„(1/a )
=a2P", '
L)X (811)
Thus, when a~(x)) 0 for x )0 and Q(w)) 0 for w )0,
co&(a ) is an analytic function of a in the entire positive
real axis.
These M branches are analytic at the regular points, be-
cause a (x) is analytic in x, P, [aM(x)] provides M
different analytic solutions whenever a (x)Az, for all j,
and x ' is analytic except for x =0.
In almost all interesting cases, aM(x) )0 for positive x;
particularizing our discussion to polynomials P(w) which
are strictly increasing in E U [0],co, (x) is then analytic,
clearly, in the entire positive real axis.
Using the inversion branch co, as a function of 1/a,
~ 2
1+ =co,(a )=co,(1/a )
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Furthermore, it follows from (810) that there exists the
limit
we easily check that R, '(a,p ) is then uniquely deter-
mined; for, as
lim xylo;(x)=P, '[a (0)] .
x 0
(B12)
If aM(0)=0, then a~(x)=xaM(x), with aM(x) a cer-
tain polynomial. The irreducible functional relation asso-
ciated to (B9) is now
p =0
a /N =0
4L 2@2 2D
—6 g
~ 2
2 a 2
~(- »,N»)«a
2
& 0, (C3)
M
g L„x" 'co"—aM(x) =0, (B13) a
(M —rM )/M3 lim co;(x)x (B14)
if rM & M, x = co is an algebraic pole of co(x); if rM (M,
there exists the limit lim„„co;(x), and x = oo is at most
an ordinary algebraic point.
APPENDIX C: INVERSION OF THE
MOMENTUM-VELOCITY RELATION
In this appendix we apply the concepts introduced in
Appendix B to invert the functional relation (3.3) be-
tween the momentum associated to the scale factor and
the time derivative of the latter:
2 ~ 2
R a, ,p =A a, X
—p =02— (Cl)
We consider the particular case in which the polynomi-
al P(w) is strictly increasing for all w &0. We will show
then that there exists an inversion branch of (Cl) such
that, for fixed positive a, its range always contains the
interval (a w, —1, ~), with w, given by (4.8).
We take for the moment a fixed a &0. (Cl) defines
then an algebraic function of 2M —1 branches
cq —1( 2 2)
We choose the branch %, '(a,p ) by imposing the
condition A, '(a, O) =0. Using
~ 2 2 2
R a a =4L V a 6~ ]+a /X(»/N») & 2 &P 1 D —1X a 2
1+a y /N0' a
n=1
which is equivalent to (B9) except for x =0. (B13)
defines the algebraic function of M branches
co;(x)=x 'P,. '[x&M(x)]. Taking the limit x ~0 in
(B13) it is easy to check that there exists a branch verify-
ing lim„om, (x)=aM(0). This branch is precisely co, (x),
because lim„oxen;(x) vanishes only for co,(x), as
P, (0)=0 fixes this branch uniquely. Therefore, in this
case,
lim co,(x)=a (0) .
x~0
Finally, we discuss the behavior of co;(x) as x~ ~.
Using our previous notation for the degrees of polynomi-
als a, (x) appearing in (B9), we have rk =M —k for0(k (M and rM for the degree of aM(x), from which we
conclude
a /N =0 is a simple root of R(a, a /N, O) fora &0.
Moreover, since Q!w ) & 0 when w & w „for a & 0 and
a /N E(a w, —1, 00), B~. 2iz&)%(a, a /N )&0.
Then, A (a, a /N ), when given as a real function of
a /N2, is a strictly increasing function in (a w& —1, ~ ).
Furthermore, the chosen branch, %, '(a, p ), takes on
real values when it is analytically continued along the
real axis of p . Using a similar argument to that for the
inversion of the Hamiltonian constraint in Appendix B,
we conclude that the germ (%, '(a,p ),p =0) can be
analytically continued along the real axis of p to the en-
tire interval:
I 2, & =—(R(a, a w, —1), ~) . (C4)
Note that the range of R, '(a, p ) in I, &, is preciselyp(a)
(a w, —1, ~).
Let us allow a to vary now in R+. As A(a, a /N )
is also a polynomial in a, the functional relation (Cl)
defines an algebraic function of 2M —1 branches,
'(a,p ), which depends on two complex variables.
Choosing a 0 )0, let us then form the germ
(&& '(a, p ), (ao,p =0)) which, for the same reason as
before, is uniquely defined by the condition
J7& '(a0, 0)=0. This germ can be analytically continued
to all the points in the interval:
I,„=—[a ER+,p FI &, 2, ] CR (C5)
2a
8( . »/N»)R a, 2,pQ p =0
a /N =0
for a )0. The analytical continuation along C2 is a par-
ticular case of the continuation for fixed a )0 and,
therefore, it is always possible for pf &%(af,afw, —1).
The so-built inversion branch is an analytic function of
its two variables in I »». Keeping a fixed,
a Xp
a =a, ER+, we recover the result that the range of
J7, '(a f,p ) in I » equals the interval (a,w & —1, ~ ).P (Q, )
I » is simply connected in (t: and the analytic con-a Xp
tinuation does not depend on the path followed in I »x».
Thus, going from (a0, 0) to a point (af,pf ) EI ~ ~, let usa Xp
choose the path
Cl (p:0) C»(a Qf )
(ao, O) : (af, 0) : (af,pf) .
Along C&, analytic continuation gives %& '(a, 0)=0
for all a C [ao, af ]; this continuation can always be done
because
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